MULTI-LEVEL SECURITY CLASSIFIED INFORMATION SHARING &
DOCUMENT COLLABORATION SAAS PLATFORM

KOJENSI SAAS BENEFITS

SAFEGUARDING DEFENCE SUPPLY CHAIN DATA
Foreign actors and cyber criminals continue to target high value, sovereign
capabilities and supply chains, threatening national security and leading to
financial and reputational harm. As a result, one of the biggest issues facing
the Defence Industry is how to securely share and collaborate on classified
information between and within Defence and Industry.

Keep Sensitive
Documents Secure
Control access and sharing with granular,
zero trust ABAC policies including security
classification, country and organisational
releasability.

Ensure Compliance

The Defence Industry needs a platform to securely share sensitive
project and tender information with contractors, subcontractors, offshore
employees and Defence agencies.

SHARE SENSITIVE INFORMATION SECURELY
WITH KOJENSI SAAS
Kojensi is an Australian Government Accredited PROTECTED SaaS
platform that enables small and large Defence Industry companies,
Defence, Government and other partners to securely share and collaborate
on classified information, all within a secure, controlled information
environment.

PROTECT FILES WITH ATTRIBUTE-BASED
ACCESS AND SECURITY CONTROLS

Kojensi allows organisations to easily comply
with local and international compliance
requirements such as ITAR, EAR and DISP.
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Increase Productivity

Kojensi provides a suite of document
management and collaboration features,
each designed to improve productivity
without impacting security.
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Kojensi allows users to quickly and securely
share files between and within organisations
and provide viewing, co-editing and
collaboration on documents.
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Kojensi’s industry leading attribute based security model (ABAC) makes
the Kojensi platform unique. User and document attributes control the flow
of information and facilitate secure sharing to validate access and sharing
policies each and every time a file is accessed or shared internally or with
industry partners.

KOJENSI DELIVERS SECURE, INTUITIVE DOCUMENT
COLLABORATION AND SHARING
Kojensi users can create, share and co-author documents in real-time, all within a secure and intuitive platform
that ensures only the right users have access to the right information at the right time.

Distributed Administration

Secure Viewing & Watermarks

File owners control the access to
information created or uploaded and
who it is shared with.

Secure content (documents, PDFs,
images, etc.) with Kojensi’s in-app
read only document viewer and
watermarking tool to reduce leaks.

Secure Online Editing

Search & Discoverability

Create, share and co-author
documents, spreadsheets and
presentations. Track edits, leave
comments or chat with co-authors.

The file owner controls if a document
is private or discoverable in search
to prevent unauthorized users from
seeing files in search results.

Attribute-based Security

Dashboards

Using file-level attribute-based
access controls, owners can
determine who has access to the files
by utilising attributes such as security
level and country.

Provides administrative users
with access to real-time account
administration and workspace
utilisation.

Document Version Control

Audit / Logs

Kojensi allows you to retain and
access all versions of a file or
document.

Kojensi by nature is a fully auditing
platform that records a full user
interaction history of all changes
made to files, workspaces and other
administrative tasks.

MULTI-LEVEL SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE

Designed for Compliance

Data Hosted Locally

Classifications and Markings

Kojensi assists organisations to easily
comply with compliance requirements
such as ITAR, ISM, DISP and PSPF.

Data is hosted locally in Australia by
an ASD-certified PROTECTED cloud
provider, ensuring all data is stored
and processed in local data centres.

Kojensi allows you to add native
country specific classifications,
helping you to protect highly
classified, sovereign information.
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